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Question 

How do the vita chips from ac blue planet affect the structure of water?    

Method 

The effect of the vita chips is investigated with the help of water crystal photography. Water absorbs 

information of any kind. Through photography this information becomes visible in the form of 

harmonic or disharmonic structures.   

Test object  

"Neutral" water was chosen as the test object. Neutral water is distilled water denatured with 

acoustic frequencies to prevent crystal formation.   

  

Execution of the experiment  

Each vita chip was attached to a Huawei P30 Pro smartphone (wireless standard 4G+), on which a vial 

of water was placed for a period of five minutes. The water was then frozen at -30°C for 1 to 2 hours 

and then observed under a Leitz microscope.     

  

  

Results:  

  

Figure 1: Neutral water 



 

 

      

  

Control condition: Water structure without external influence 

Result: No crystal formation. Geometrical configuration recognizable. 

Figure 2: Water after smartphone influence 

  

  
  

Intervention condition smartphone: water on a smartphone without vita chip. 

Result: No coherent structure of water recognizable 

 

  

  

Figure 3: Water after smartphone influence 

with vita chip health plus   

  



 

 

      

 

  

 

  

Intervention condition vita chip health plus: 

Neutral water on smartphone with vita chip health plus 

Coherent crystal formation   

  

Figure 4: Water after smartphone influence 

with vita chip 2.0   

  

 

  

 

  

Intervention condition vita chip 2.0: Neutral water on smartphone with vita chip 2.0  

Result: Coherent crystal formation 

  

 



 

 

      

Interpretation of the results   

Figure 2 shows water without the influence of the vita chip. No crystal formation is visible, the water 

appears structureless and formless. On the other hand, it shows that the smartphone has a negative 

effect on the crystal formation of the water.  

Pictures 3 and 4 show a clear and coherent crystal formation after influence of the vita chips. The 

crystal in the third picture shows a nice coloration inside, which suggests harmonic frequencies. Both 

crystals are harmonious, symmetrical and show clear structures. The crystal in picture 4 is of 

particularly high regularity, it is very voluminous and shows clear structures inside.    

  

Conclusion 

The vita chips from ac blue planet are capable of visibly changing water. They also have the ability 

not only to produce but to perfect the water structure under the destructive influence of EMF 

(smartphone) (recognizable by the hexagonal crystal formation).   
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